Schedule Number: N1-142-87-011

All items in this schedule are inactive. Items are either obsolete or have been superseded by newer NARA approved records schedules.

Description:

Records are presumed to have been destroyed at the agency.
# REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY

(See Instructions on reverse)

**TO:** GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION  
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC 20408

**1. FROM (Agency or establishment):**  
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

**2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION:**  
Office of Natural Resources & Economic Development

**3. MINOR SUBDIVISION:**  
Division of Land and Economic Resources

**4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER:** Ronald E. Breuer

**5. TELEPHONE EXT.** (615) 751-2526

**6. CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE:**  
I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposal of the agency's records; that the records proposed for disposal in this Request of ____ page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, if required under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies, is attached.

A. GAO concurrence:  
☐ is attached; or  
☐ is unnecessary.

**7. ITEM NO.:**  

**8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM:** (With Inclusive Dates or Retention Periods)  

**9. GRS OR SUPERSEDED ITEM:**  

**10. ACTION TAKEN (NARS USE ONLY):**  

---

PROGRESS REPORTS OF LAND TRANSACTIONS  
(See Attached)
Progress Reports of Land Transactions summarize land transactions of the Land Branch, presently the Land Management Branch, Chattanooga, from 1934 to 1979. The reports include but are not limited to number of tracts acquired, tracts appraised, tracts referred for condemnation, tracts approved for purchase, options secured, Declarations of Taking processed, and damage claims prepared. The data in these progress reports was compiled from information recorded in land registers and filed in TVA tract files (NCl-142-84-7) for reservoirs, transmission lines, and miscellaneous projects.

All projects covered in the progress reports are now completed and the reports are no longer prepared. The information contained in the progress reports can be extracted from the TVA tract files. These reports are no longer needed for administrative purposes and do not have sufficient value to TVA to warrant their further preservation.

**DISPOSITION**

Destroy in Agency when no longer needed for reference.